
 
Round 1: TV 

1. Who played Hannah Montana in the eponymous TV series from 2006 to 2011? Miley Cyrus 

2. What is the surname of Peter and his family in Family Guy? Griffin 

3. Which TV show features the character of FBI Assistant Director Walter Skinner? The X-Files 

4. In what year did Channel 4 begin broadcasting? 1982 

5. Which TV show, often described as the greatest TV show of all time, centres around crime in Baltimore? The 

Wire 

6. Who starred as the telepathic waitress in the vampire-themed show True Blood? Anna Paquin 

 

Round 2 – Connections 

1) What is the device used in planes to record information about the flight for the purpose of air accident 

investigation better known as? Black box (Xbox) 

2) The bobcat is a member of which genus of wild cats, characterised by the tufts of black hair on the tips of 

their ears, making them look rather pointy? Lynx (Atari Lynx) 

3) Complete the title of this 2002 comedy-drama film starring Hugh Grant and based on a novel by Nick 

Hornby: About a …? Boy (Game Boy) 

4) What device used in electrical engineering to make or break a circuit shares its name with a flexible rod used 

for corporal punishment? Switch (Nintendo Switch) 

5) What was Skylab? A US Space station (PlayStation) 

6) What word is a prefix used in metric systems to denote a factor of one million? Mega (Mega Drive) 

7) CONNECTION: video game consoles 

 

Round 3: Nicolas Cage 

1. What is Nicholas Cage’s real surname? (clue: he is the nephew of a famous Hollywood director who is still 

active today). Coppola 

2. Who played Kip Raines, the younger brother of Cage’s character Memphis Raines, in Gone in 60 Seconds? 

Giovani Ribisi 

3. Which of Cage’s films features the line “No more drugs for that man”? Face / Off 

4. How many times has Cage been married? (exact only). 5 

5. What did Cage name his son: Ghost Rider Cage, Kal-El Cage or Hannibal Smith Cage? Kal-El Cage 

6. In which film does Cage say the line “There’s only two men I trust. One of them’s me, the other’s not you”. 

Con Air 

 

Round 4: General Knowledge 

1. How many COVID vaccines have been approved for use in the UK? 4 (Moderna, Oxford/Astrazeneca, 

Pfizer/BioTech and Janssen) 

2. Which disaster is associated with the phrase “Oh, the humanity”? The Hindenburg disaster 



 
3. What was the top speed of the supersonic passenger plane Concorde in mph? (10% either way). 1,354 mph 

(1,219 – 1,489 mph) 

4. Which deceased American politician who made two unsuccessful runs for president was captured during the 

Vietnam war and spent five and a half years as a POW, enduring episodes of torture? John McCain 

5. Who originally wrote and sang I Will Always Love You, before it became a smash hit for Whitney Houston? 

Dolly Parton 

6. What are the three best-selling video games of all time? (½ point for each, order not important) Minecraft, 

GTA V and Tetris 

 

Round 5: What’s in a name? 

1) What do Mark Twain, EL James and John le Carre all have in common? They’re all pen names: Samuel 

Clemens, Erika Leonard & David Cornwell (no points for just saying they’re all authors!) 

2) Before being renamed to Return of the Jedi, what was the third Star Wars film originally titled? Victory of the 

Jedi, Revenge of the Jedi or Conquest of the Jedi? Revenge of the Jedi 

3) What is Queen Elizabeth II’s full name? Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor (1 point for full name, ½ point as 

long as they have Elizabeth Windsor or Elizabeth Windsor with either correct middle name) 

4) “A rose by any other name would still smell as sweet” is a line from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Name 

the character that says it. Juliet 

5) The adult comedy cartoon show Archer initially centred on characters working at a privately-owned spy 

agency. However, when the fifth season started in 2014, the spy agency angle was dropped from the plot, 

partly due to its very unfortunate choice of name. What was its name? ISIS 

6) In 2016 a public poll was held to decide the name of a new polar research vessel. The name that won the 

poll, however, was not chosen for the ship. What was the name the that won the poll and what was the 

alternate name that was eventually used instead? Boaty McBoatface, David Attenborough (½ point each) 

 

Round 6: Song lyrics (give the next line of lyrics - don't need to give artist or song title) 

1. Think about it, there must be higher love… Down in the heart or hidden in the stars above. Higher Love by 

Steve Winwood by Higher Love 

2. Get your motor running, head out on the highway… Looking for adventure, and whatever comes our way. 

Born to be Wild by Steppenwolf 

3. Billy Ray was a preacher’s son… And when his daddy would visit he’d come along. Son of a Preacher Man 

by Dusty Springfield 

4. A singer in a smoky room… The smell of wine and cheap perfume. Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey 

5. You’ll remember me when the west wind moves, upon the fields of barley… You’ll forget the sun in his 

jealous sky, as we walk in fields of gold. Fields of Gold by Sting 

6. Rhythm is a dancer… It’s a soul’s companion. Rhythm is a Dancer by Snap! 



 
7. Who run the world? Girls… Who run the world? Girls. Run the World (Girls) by Beyonce. And just for a 

laugh, that lyric is repeated a further ELEVEN TIMES. 

 
Picture round –  

1) The Big Lebowski 

2) Dick Tracy 

3) Men in Black 

4) Shrek 

5) The Matrix 

6) (Rambo) First Blood 

7) Grease 

8) Hellraiser 

9) The Wedding Singer 

10) Sleepy Hollow 

11) White Men Can’t Jump 

12) The Blues Brothers 

 

 



 
 

Picture round: name the film from the scene, but the actors’ bodies have been digitally erased! 
 

 
 


